See you later, alligator
In awhile, crocodile
Know what I mean, jellybean
Get the hint, peppermint
Know what I said, pumpkin head
Now you do, Winnie the Pooh
Chop Chop, Lollipop
Bye Bye, Butterfly
Give a hug, ladybug
Take care, polar bear
Out the door, dinosaur
To your house little mouse
To the bus, octopus
Stay funky, little monkey
Toodle-loo, kangaroo
In a shake, little snake
Hit the road, hoppy toad
Bye's the word, blue bird
Time's a flying, Mr. Lion
Here's a twirl, little squirrel
Till then, penguin
Get in line, porcupine
Give a kiss, jelly fish
In a blizzard, little lizard
See you then, red hen
Good luck, Mr. Duck
Come back and play another day.